THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
FA CULTY OF ARTS
ARTS ONE PROGRAMME
Arts One is a nine-unit, first-year programme of liberal education. It is
taken in place of three other courses, and students are awarded credit
for English 100 (3 units), Philosophy 100 (3 units) and three units of
first-year History. Each Arts One Group studies a particular theme,
and each theme is approached via a reading list which includes works
from a variety of fields. The format of Arts One (see below) and the
theme approach enables students to devote considerable time and
energy to each of the readings and to their essay assignments.
How is Arts One organized? An Arts One Group consists of a
maximum of 100 students and 5 faculty members. Students participate
in three kinds of classes: group meetings, seminars and tutorials. The
entire Group meets once a week for two hours in order to provide a
common core of experience. At these Group meetings lectures are
given by the staff or by invited guests; sometimes student productions
are presented, panel discussions held or films shown. Secondly, each
student is a member of a seminar which consists of a faculty member
and a maximum of 20 students. The seminar meets twice a week, one
and half hours each time. In the seminars the texts are examined, ideas
from the Group meetings are discussed and some student essays are
read. Thirdly, each seminar is divided into tutorial groups consisting of
3 or 4 students and the instructor. Each student attends one tutorial a
week. Here student essays are read, discussed and evaluated. In
addition to these three kinds of classes, individual conferences are
arranged when required.
Who participates in Arts One? Any student who is accepted into the
first year in the Faculty of Arts or the Faculty of Education is eligible
for admission to the Arts One programme. (Students planning to enrol
in other faculties may be eligible; they should consult the Faculty
concerned.) Pre-registration forms for Arts One are included in the
authorization to Register packet sent to each student admitted to
UBC; also, forms may be obtained from the Arts One office. These
should be returned to the Arts One office by Tuesday, September 5,
but if a student has not submitted a form by Registration Week he or
she may still enrol, space permitting. Students are admitted to Arts
One on a first-come, first-serve basis. There are no special
requirements for admission.
Students of all kinds, listeners as well as talkers, find Arts One
rewarding. Aside from the intellectual experience of bringing ideas
together in intriguing new combinations, the process of achieving a
comprehensive grasp of a subject and the opportunity to receive
individual attention, students find that one of the great benefits of
Arts One is the experience of observing the ways a variety of minds
respond to material, along with the discovery that one's own mind is
capable of much more than one suspected.

How are credits and grades assigned in Arts One? Students are required
to do at least as much writing as those taking English 100, normally an
essay every other week. This written work is submitted to the
instructor in tutorials, and is the primary basis of grades.
Nine units of credit are given for successful completion of Arts One.
In addition, the students must take two other courses (6 units) to
complete a normal first year load. Students who have completed Arts
One are able to take second-year courses in English, History and
Philosophy. The Calendar for 1978-79 should be consulted for the prerequisites of other departments. Course counselling in Arts may be
obtained through the office of the Senior Faculty Advisor in the
Buchanan Building, Room 207, (telephone 228-4028). Members of the
Arts One faculty will be available during the summer to discuss the
programme. Appointments for Arts One counselling may be made by
calling the Arts One Office (228-3430).
Other activities: Each Group goes on at least one weekend retreat or
symposium - usually in the Fall.
All Arts One classes are held in the New Arts One Building - a funky
but friendly structure just west of the Education Building. There is a
coffee lounge in the building and students are encouraged to use it, as
well as other facilities. In the past, students have organized social
activities, film series and a literary magazine, among other things. The
fac~lty plans to continue its weekly informal lunch-hour programme cynically dubbed "Darkness at Noon" - at which guests from the
campus and the community are interviewed and invited to express
their ideas.
TIMETABLE 1978·79
GROUP A - "Varieties of Creative Process" - Large Meeting, Blue Room, Tuesday, 10:30-12:30

MONDAY
9:30-11:00

TUESDAY

Burns LA1

WEDNESDAY

10:30-12:00

Mowshowitz LA3

Mowshowitz LA3

10:30-12:30

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Burns LA1

Large Meeting

11:00-12:30

Whitman LA2

Whitman LA2

1:30-3:00

Creigh LA4

Creigh LA4

2:30-4:00

Slater LAS

Slater LAS

GROUP B - "Roots of Society" - Large Meeting, Blue Room, Monday, 9:30-11 :30

9:30-11:00
9:30-11:30

Levy LB1

VARIETIES OF CREATIVE PROCESS
Staff:

Paul Burns (St. Mark's College), Geoffrey Creigh (English),
Harriet Mowshowitz (French), Ian Slater (Political Science),
Frank Whitman (English).

From Ancient Times to the present day a principal preoccupation of
Western man has been, and remains, the ordering of his own consciousness and the imposition of order on the world around him. In Varieties
of Creative Process we shall consider some of the ways in which
outstanding thinkers have defined the nature of human consciousness
and how these definitions are reflected in poetry, art, science and
political theory. In doing so we hope to come to a fuller awareness
of the nature of our own world and a more informed appreciation of
how it has been constructed and how it remains constantly subject to
modification and re-interpretation.
In Arts One we have a unique opportunity to interrelate the various
disciplines of humanistic study and to interpret experience in an
integrated fashion. Our reading list, which ranges from established
classics to contemporary drama and fiction, exemplifies our objectives.
PROPOSED READING LIST:
1. The Classical Accord:
Sophocles: Oedipus Rex
Aristotle: The Poetics
Kitto: The Greeks
Vergil: The Aeneid
Plato: The Republic
3. The Way of Science:
Kuhn: The Structure of Scientific

Revolutions
Bronowski: The Ascent ofMan
Darwin: The Origin of the Species
Tennyson: In Memorium
Watson & Crick: Double Helix

2. The Individual and Society:
Hobbes: The Leviathan
Rousseau: The Social Contract
Swift: Gulliver's Travels
Orwell: 1984
Burgess: A Clockwork Orange
Bolt: A Man for All Seasons
4. The World of The Imagination:
Korner: Immanuel Kant
Jung: The Essential Jung

(Viking Portable)
Fowles: The Magus
Shakespeare: The Tempest
Flaubert: Madame Bovary
Gombrich: A rt and Illusion
Yeats: Selected Poems

Levy LB1

Large Meeting

10:00-11:30

Sinel LB3

Sinel LB3

10:30-12:00
1:30-3:00

Group A

Huzel LBS
Huzel LB5

2:30-

Morrision LB2

4:00

Lazerson LB4

Morrison LB2

Lazerson LB4

Timetable: Next year there will be two Arts One Groups. The themes
and reading lists are described on this and the following two pages.
At left are the timetables for both Groups. A student must pick
ONE Group and then two seminars in that group offered by the same
instructor. Tutorials will be arranged during the first week of classes;
they will be scheduled to fit in with your timetable.

GroupB
ROOTS OF SOCIETY
Staff:

Jim Huzel (History), Marvin Lazerson (Education), Ed Levy
(Philosophy), Barrie Morrison (Asian Studies), Marjorie Sinel
(English).

Although a significant proportion of North Americans now live in
urban areas, many of our present values, laws, institutions and
traditions have grown from our past and present relationships to the
land. Thus the roots of our social structures - and perhaps ourselves may be found in the land: the myths, meanings, values and traditions
which stem from people's relation to the .land: the legal structures
which sanction its occupancy and use; the technologies and
organizations employed to till it; the distribution of the population
over it; the systems employed to distribute its products.
After posing some of these issues with respect to Canadian culture, we
will gain some perspective by examining the role of land in other
cultures at other times. A third of the year will be devoted to
investigating the rural transformation of Europe in the 18th and early
19th centuries. It was the reorganization of agriculture at this time
which was a key factor in making the industrial revolution and urban
concentration possible. Industrialization requires labour; labour was
on the land; a massive reorganization of the people's relations to the
land took place.
Another third of the year will be devoted to contrasts from nonWestern societies, in particular, China. The transition between
traditional and "modern" approaches to the land is still taking place in
many countries. In what way - if any - are the changes going on in
less developed countries comparable to what occurred in 18th and 19th
century Europe? Does "development" in less developed countries lead
inevitably to what we see in 20th century North America?
Finally, we shall return to examining the role of land in our society.
Is it the case that Canada did not have to undergo an agricultural
revolution? How do these "modern" approaches to the land compare
with those held by native peoples? Since 1945 the number of farms in
North America has been cut in half; what are the implications of this
massive change? For many years, even centuries, Third World
countries have operated under conditions of scarcity; what with the
increasing pressure on our agricultural and energy resources, should
North Americans be considering Third World models, approaches and
institutions?

PROPOSED READING LIST:
I. Rural Transformation in Europe - 18th & 19 Centuries
Hardy: Rural Essays
Malthus: "Essays on the Principle of Population"
Marx: Selected Readings
Wylie: Village in the Vauclose
Poetry: (Blake, Ruskin, Morris, etc.l
Rousseau: Social Contract
Hardin: "Tragedy of the Commons"
Original Accounts of the Industrial Revolution
Zola: Germinal
II. Contrast from Non-Western Society - China
Smith: Village Life in China
T'ai T'ai, Ning: A Daughter of the Han: An Autobiography of a
Chinese Working Woman
Fei, Hsiao Tung: "The Gentry and Class Relations in China"
Snow, Edgar:Red Star over China
Hinton, Wm.: Fanshen: A Documentary ofRevolution in a
Chinese Village
Nee, Victor: The Cultural Revolution Comes to Peking University
Parish, W.; "Team, Brigade, and Commune?"
III. Canada
Woodcock: Gabriel Dumont
Laurence: The Diviners
Bennett: The Northern Plainsmen
DeGelder: Dutch Homes tead Le tters
Knight: Stump Ranch Chronicles
Material on current politics of land use and food.

